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Abstract
In this paper, we exploit linear programming duality in the online setting, where input arrives on the
fly, from the unique perspective of designing lower
bounds (i.e., hardness results) on the competitive ratio. In particular, we provide a systematic method
(as opposed to ad hoc case analysis that is typically
done) for obtaining online deterministic and randomized lower bounds on the competitive ratio for a wide
variety of problems. We show the usefulness of our
approach by providing new, tight hardness results for
three diverse online problems: the Vector Bin Packing problem, Ad-auctions (and various online matching problems), and the Capital Investment problem.
Our methods are sufficiently general that they can
also be used to reconstruct existing lower bounds.
Our approach is in stark contrast to previous
works, which exploit linear programming duality to
obtain positive results, often via the useful primaldual scheme. We design a general recipe with the
opposite aim of obtaining negative results via duality. The general idea behind our approach is to construct a parameterized family of primal linear programs based on a candidate collection of input sequences for proving the lower bound, where the objective function corresponds to optimizing the competitive ratio. Solving the parameterized family of
primal linear programs optimally would yield a valid
lower bound, but is a challenging task and limits the
tools that can be applied, since analysis must be done
precisely and exact optimality needs to be proved.
To this end, we consider the corresponding parameterized family of dual linear programs and provide
feasible solutions, where the objective function yields
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a lower bound on the competitive ratio. This opens
up additional doors for analysis, including some of
the techniques we employ (e.g., continuous analysis,
differential equations, etc.), as we need not be so careful about exact optimality. We are confident that our
methods can be successfully applied to produce many
more lower bounds for a wide array of online problems.
1

Introduction

In this work, we develop a systematic method that
illustrates how to use linear programming duality to
obtain online lower bounds. That is, we provide a
general approach to obtain hardness results on the
competitive ratio for a wide variety of problems. In
contrast, previous works have mainly applied linear
programming duality in the context of designing algorithms that obtain positive results on the competitive ratio. We demonstrate our approach by exhibiting new, tight online lower bounds for several different problems such as the Vector Bin Packing problem, Ad-auctions, and the Capital Investment problem. We also apply our methods to obtain improved
lower bounds for various matching problems. Our approach can also be used to reconstruct existing lower
bounds for a range of problems, such as online buffer
management problems [14], two-sided online bipartite matching [44], various load balancing problems,
and more. We are confident that the ideas we provide
are capable of yielding many additional lower bounds
for a rich set of online problems.
Recall that the benchmark we use to measure the
performance of an online algorithm is the competitive
ratio. In particular, we compare the objective value
of an online algorithm ALG relative to the objective
value of an optimal solution OP T that is omniscient
and knows the entire input sequence in advance.
More formally, for any input sequence σ, let ALG(σ)
denote the value of ALG on input sequence σ and
OP T (σ) denote the value of an optimal solution on
the same input sequence. We say that ALG is ccompetitive if ALG(σ) ≤ c·OP T (σ)+a for any input
sequence σ (where we allow some additive constant
a). For randomized algorithms, the definition is the
same, except that we consider E[ALG(σ)] instead of

ALG(σ).
Previous works have used linear programming
duality from the perspective of designing algorithms,
thus obtaining positive results on the competitive
ratio. In particular, the foundational primal-dual
framework has been used extensively to great success
in the design and analysis of algorithms for many
different settings, and builds on the rich theory
developed for the primal-dual framework in the offline
setting. The method has been applied to design exact
algorithms (e.g., computing flows in networks) along
with developing approximation algorithms, with the
fundamental works of [13,27]. Since then, the primaldual framework has also played an important role in
designing algorithms in the online setting, providing
strong guarantees on the competitive ratio for a
wide variety of problems. This includes well-known
online problems such as metrical task systems [9],
the k-server problem [9, 10], weighted paging [8], set
cover [1], and load balancing [5, 38] to name a few.
In this paper, we demonstrate our approach on
three online problems and show how to obtain tight
lower bounds for each of them. Our systematic
method can be summarized via the following recipe.
Given an online problem, we first construct some
parameterized collection of input sequences for the
problem and then encode various constraints that any
feasible algorithm (with some competitive ratio guarantee) must obey via a corresponding parameterized
family of primal linear programs. We set the objective function of each primal linear program in such
a way that optimizing it is equivalent to optimizing
the competitive ratio. Considering the parameterized dual linear program and obtaining any feasible
solution to it yields a valid lower bound on the competitive ratio of any algorithm.
We observe that solving the parameterized family
of primal linear programs optimally would yield a
valid lower bound, but is a challenging task and
limits the tools that can be applied. In particular,
such analysis must be done precisely and leaves
no room for error, as optimal solutions must be
computed. Instead, we consider producing feasible
solutions to the family of dual linear programs, which
still yields a lower bound on the competitive ratio.
Producing feasible as opposed to optimal solutions
gives us flexibility and provides some tolerance for
error in analysis (while still maintaining the optimal
lower bound asymptotically). This in turn enables
a richer set of tools that can be applied to prove
lower bounds (including the methods that we use
from continuous analysis and differential equations),
since we can relax the constraint of finding exactly
optimal solutions.

We note that there are some previous results that
use linear programming to produce online hardness
results (e.g., see [43]), but mainly from the perspective of producing exact optimal solutions to primal
linear programs. In addition, the notion of factorrevealing linear programs is similar in structure to
our methods. Such linear programs have primarily
been used to obtain positive results (i.e., algorithmic
performance bounds), as in [28] for the offline setting.
Factor-revealing linear programs have also been successfully used in the online setting in the context of
obtaining positive results [35], along with obtaining
negative results for specific algorithms [36] (as opposed to achieving negative results for the optimization problem itself).
Our techniques allow us to sidestep ad hoc case
analysis (assuming we have already guessed the lower
bound sequence) that is typically done to obtain online lower bounds, where the future input sequence is
adaptively determined based on the algorithm’s behavior in the past. In particular, we simultaneously
encode and combine these cases via linear programming in such a way that producing strong online lower
bounds essentially boils down to finding good solutions to linear programs. We now describe the three
problems to which we apply our methods to obtain
new lower bounds.
Vector Bin Packing: The first problem we consider is the classic Bin Packing problem in an online,
multidimensional setting, and we refer to this problem as the Vector Bin Packing problem. In this problem, we are given vectors vi = (vi (1), . . . , vi (d)) ∈
[0, 1]d . We must partition the vectors into the minimum number of feasible sets B1 , . . . , Bm such that,
for each
P 1 ≤ j ≤ m and each coordinate k, we
have i∈Bj vi (k) ≤ 1. We refer to each set Bj as
a bin, each of which has capacity 1 for each coordinate 1 ≤ k ≤ d. In the online setting, d-dimensional
vectors arrive in an online manner (i.e., on the fly)
and must be immediately assigned to an open bin, or
to a new bin, so that the capacity constraints on each
bin are satisfied along every dimension. This problem
has applications in cloud computing [39], where the
use of huge data centers have become more prevalent,
and the costs of providing power and cooling servers
have skyrocketed. In fact, these costs now exceed the
costs of purchasing hardware and servers [40]. Moreover, representing jobs as vectors captures the fact
that resource usage is multidimensional (e.g., CPU,
memory, and I/O). Assigning multidimensional jobs
to machines also has applications for implementing
databases for shared-nothing environments [26], and
optimizing parallel queries in databases, since such
tasks typically consume multiple resources [25].

In the work of [6], they focused on the setting
where all vectors have small values in each coordinate
relative to the size of a bin. In particular, they gave a
(1 + )e-competitive algorithm for arbitrarily large d
when
 2allvectors have coordinate values smaller than

O log
d , for any  > 0 (here, e denotes the base of
the natural logarithm). They also defined a splittable
model, where a vector v can be split intoP
arbitrarily
many fractions v · α1 , v · α2 , . . . , v · αk ,
i αi = 1
(here, each v · αi can be placed into a different bin).
In this setting, they gave an e-competitive algorithm.
We show how to use our techniques to produce a
matching lower bound of e in the splittable setting,
which implies the same lower bound for the original
problem (even when vectors are small).
Ad-auctions: The second problem we provide
a tight lower bound for is the online Ad-auctions
problem. In this problem, there are n bidders
which are known up front. Each bidder i has a
budget of B(i). In addition, products arrive in
an online manner (one product at a time). As
each product j arrives, each buyer i provides a
bid bi,j for the product j. The algorithm must
then allocate product j to a buyer, and gains a
revenue of bi,j (the decision of which buyer i receives
item j is irrevocable). Moreover, buyers cannot
be charged more than their total budget. The
objective is to maximize the total revenue. In the
fractional version of the problem, the algorithm may
sell a fraction of each item j to multiple buyers (as
long as the sum of all fractions does not exceed
one), and the revenue received from each buyer is
appropriately scaled according to the fraction sold.
This problem was introduced in [37] and is very
important for search engine companies that wish to
maximize revenue. In practice, advertisers associate
their advertisements with search keywords. They
then place bids on the amount they pay whenever
a user clicks on the advertisement. In particular,
when a user submits a search query to the search
engine, an ad-auction is run in which advertisements
are immediately allocated to advertisers (see [42] for
further motivation).

In [17], they gave a 1 − 1e -competitive algorithm for this problem, which matches the lower
bound given in [37]. The work of [17] also studied the
bounded degree setting, where the number of buyers
who are interested in each product is bounded by
some parameter d. Under this constraint, they obd
tained an improved competitive ratio of 1 − 1 − d1 .
Note that this competitive ratio approaches 1 − 1e
from above for arbitrarily large d. We provide a
d
matching lower bound of 1 − 1 − d1 for this prob-

lem.
Capital Investment: The third problem we
consider is the online Capital Investment problem
(also known as the multislope ski rental problem [3,4,
33]), which is a generalization of the ski rental problem. In this setting, we wish to produce many units of
a particular commodity at minimum cost. Over time,
orders for units of the commodity arrive in an online
manner, where each unit is characterized by its arrival
time. In addition, we have a set of machines (which
are available in advance), where each machine mi is
characterized by its capital cost ci and its production
cost pi , and can produce arbitrarily many units of the
commodity. At any time, the algorithm can choose
to buy any machine for a capital cost of ci . Moreover, the algorithm incurs a production cost of pi if
it uses machine mi to produce one unit of the commodity. An algorithm must decide which machines to
purchase and when to purchase machines, in order to
minimize the total cost: the sum of capital costs plus
production costs. This problem has applications in
manufacturing and making investments in the future
so as to minimize costs. In addition, the problem has
many applications in financial settings [22] and asset
allocation problems [41].
In [4], they studied the setting in which machines
arrive in an online manner and can only be purchased after arrival. They gave an O(1)-competitive
algorithm for the problem assuming the case that
lower production costs means higher capital costs.
In [33], they studied the problem where all machines
are available up front and gave an e-competitive algorithm for this setting. Using our techniques, we give
a matching lower bound of e.
Contributions and Techniques Our main contribution is a general recipe that enables us to obtain
online lower bounds via duality. Using our methods,
we obtain the following lower bounds.
1. Vector Bin Packing: We give a tight lower
bound on the competitive ratio for the Vector
Bin Packing problem when vectors are small
(even in the splittable, randomized setting)
which approaches e for arbitrarily large d (here,
d denotes the dimension of each vector). This
improves upon the previous best lower bound of
4
3 and matches the positive result obtained in [6].
2. Ad-auctions: We give a tight lower bound on
the competitive ratio for the online Ad-auctions
problem in the bounded degree setting, where
d is an upper bound on the number of buyers
who are interested in each product. We give a
d
lower bound of 1 − 1 − d1 against randomized

algorithms, which improves upon the previous
best result and matches the positive result given
in [17].
3. Capital Investment: We give a tight lower
bound on the competitive ratio for the online
Capital Investment problem. In particular, we
give a lower bound against randomized algorithms that is arbitrarily close to e, which ime
(i.e.,
proves over the previous best result of e−1
the randomized ski rental lower bound [30]) and
matches the positive result provided in [33].
Our results yield more implications.
• Bipartite Matching: For the online Adauctions problem, our lower bound also implies
the same lower bound against randomized algorithms for the online matching problem [31] in
the bounded degree setting, where the degree of
each arriving node is bounded by d.
• Instance-tight: For the online Capital Investment problem, our techniques are sufficiently
general that we can provide a different lower
bound for each input configuration (i.e., values
for machine capital costs and production costs)
that is tight against each such configuration.
A few remarks regarding our results are in order,
which may be of independent interest.
• Fractional versus Randomized: Typically,
deterministic fractional lower bounds also imply
lower bounds for randomized algorithms since we
can view fractions as the expectation of probabilities (with the appropriate definition of a fractional algorithm). This easily holds for the online Ad-auctions problem and the online Capital Investment problem. For the Vector Bin
Packing problem, the definition of an appropriate fractional algorithm is more subtle (see Appendix B), but this statement still holds.
• Additive Term: For the online Ad-auctions
problem, an additive constant in the competitive ratio cannot reduce the competitive ratio
since we can duplicate any lower bound example
many times. For the online Capital Investment
problem, an additive constant cannot reduce the
competitive ratio since we can simply scale all
costs. For the Vector Bin Packing problem, an
additive constant can reduce the competitive ratio in general. However, our lower bound also
holds if an additive constant is allowed. This is
achieved in our lower bound since all input vectors are duplicated many times. Hence, in all of

our lower bounds, we assume that such additive
constants are zero.
Recall that, for our techniques, once we construct
some parameterized collection of input sequences
and express constraints that any feasible algorithm
must satisfy, we can run a linear program solver
for some fixed value of the parameter to obtain a
computational lower bound. However, we can only
run the linear program solver on finitely many primal
linear programs (i.e., for finitely many parameter
values of our parameterized program). Hence, if we
wish to obtain a lower bound for arbitrarily large
parameter values (which is useful since our lower
bounds improve as the parameter increases), we must
provide a formal, mathematical proof. It is possible
to obtain such a proof by finding an optimal solution
to the parameterized primal linear program, but
finding such a solution and proving it is optimal
can be difficult. Note that we can always remove
constraints from the primal linear program, and the
optimal solution of the new linear program would still
yield a valid lower bound. However, removing such
constraints should be done carefully, as otherwise the
negative result can become weaker.
To reconcile this issue, we consider the corresponding parameterized dual linear program. Now,
obtaining any feasible solution to the dual linear program (which is significantly easier than finding an optimal solution to the primal linear program) yields a
valid lower bound on the competitive ratio of any algorithm. As we obtain feasible dual solutions that
are closer to the optimal dual solution, we improve
our online lower bound.
Related Work The primal-dual framework has also
been applied in the online setting in many previous
works, such as online set cover, k-server, weighted
paging, online mixed packing and covering, and load
balancing [1, 5, 8–10, 18, 38].
There are some previous works that use linear
programming as a technique to achieve online lower
bounds on the competitive ratio, but mostly from the
primal perspective. For instance, the classic randome
for the ski rental problem can
ized lower bound of e−1
be viewed as optimally solving a parameterized primal linear program. In addition, the work of [43] also
considered using the similar idea of solving a parameterized primal linear program to obtain online lower
bounds for the classic Bin Packing problem. A lower
bound of approximately 1.54 was given, along with
weaker lower bounds when the input was constrained
to have items of smaller sizes. Although these results
use linear programming to prove lower bounds, the
dual linear program was not considered. In particu-

lar, such approaches require solving a linear program
optimally, which constrains the set of tools that can
be applied in analysis.
Factor-revealing linear programs have also been
used as a method to prove positive (algorithmic)
bounds for problems, along with proving negative results for specific algorithms. The work of [28] studied the metric uncapacitated facility location problem in the offline setting and analyzed two greedy
approximation algorithms using factor-revealing linear programs. The work of [35] studied online bipartite matching with random arrivals, and used factorrevealing linear programs to show that the online

algorithm appearing in [31] is better than 1 − 1e competitive. In addition, the work of [36] analyzed algorithms for online matching with stochastic rewards,
along with giving lower bounds for specific algorithms
using factor-revealing linear programs.
Vector Bin Packing: There is a large body
of work for the Vector Bin Packing problem. The
offline setting for the Vector Bin Packing problem
was studied in [11, 12, 19]. The online problem was
studied
in Azar et al. [7]. They gave a lower bound of

1

Ω d B − on the competitive ratio of any algorithm
(for any
an online algorithm that

  > 0), and designed
1

B

is O d B−1 (log d) B−1 -competitive for any integer

B ≥ 2 (here, B denotes the ratio between the largest
coordinate and each bin’s capacity). In [6], they
studied the same problem where vectors are small
relative to each bin’s capacity. For arbitrarily large d,
they gave a (1 + )e-competitive algorithm
 whenever
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each vector’s coordinates are at most O log
d , for
any  > 0. In the splittable model, they gave an
e-competitive algorithm for arbitrarily large d. For
the single dimensional setting, where d = 1 (i.e.,
Bin Packing), there is a vast body of literature. For
surveys, see [20, 24].
Ad-auctions: The online Ad-auctions problem
has also received a great deal of attention in the
community. It was first introduced
by [37], where

they gave a deterministic 1 − 1e -competitive algorithm for the problem, under the assumption that
each bidder’s budget is large relative to their bids.
They built on the works in online bipartite matching [31] and online b-matching [29] (which is a special case of the online Ad-auctions problem, where
all bidders have the same budget b and all bids are0
or 1). The work of [17] gave a generalized 1 − 1e competitive algorithm for the problem within the
primal-dual framework, which matches the bounds
given in
 [37]. In addition, they gave a deterministic
1 − 1e -competitive fractional algorithm for the on-

line matching problem in bipartite graphs. They also
considered
degree setting, in which they
 the bounded
 
1 d
gave a 1 − 1 − d
-competitive algorithm (where
d denotes an upper bound on the total number of
buyers who are interested in each product). There
are many other works, in both the offline and online
settings, that have considered maximizing the revenue of a seller in various models [2, 15, 16, 34].
Capital Investment: The online Capital Investment problem (sometimes referred to as the
multislope ski rental problem [33]) and its variants
have also been studied extensively in the literature.
In [21], they gave a 4-competitive deterministic algorithm and a 3.618 lower bound, along with a 2.88competitive randomized algorithm. In [45], they
studied a similar model where machines have some
duration and can expire. They gave a 4-competitive
algorithm for this problem, along with a deterministic matching lower bound. In [33], they studied the
problem where machines are not necessarily bought
from scratch. They provided an e-competitive algorithm for this setting. Under an additive assumption regarding machine capital costs, they gave an
e
.
improved algorithm with a competitive ratio of e−1
In [32], they studied the case when there are only
two machines and gave matching upper and lower
bounds on the competitive ratio for deterministic and
randomized algorithms. In [4], they gave an O(1)competitive algorithm for the problem where machines arrive online, assuming the case that lower
production costs implies higher capital costs. When
both capital and production costs drop, logarithmic
bounds are necessary and sufficient. The online mortgage problem has also been studied [23], which is similar to the online Capital Investment problem except
that future demand is known and capital costs are
fixed.
2

Multidimensional Vector Bin Packing

In this section, we study the online d-dimensional
Vector Bin Packing problem in the splittable setting.
In this problem, we are given vectors {v1 , . . . , vn }
that arrive in an online manner, where vi =
(vi (1), . . . , vi (d)) ∈ [0, 1]d for all i ∈ [n] (recall that
[n] = {1, . . . , n}). We must assign incoming vectors into bins Bj such that,Pfor each bin Bj and
each coordinate k, we have
i∈Bj vi (k) ≤ 1. The
goal is to minimize the number of bins opened to
feasibly pack all vectors. In the splittable model,
a vector v can be split into arbitrarily
many fracP
tions, v · α1 , v · α2 , . . . , v · αk , i αi = 1 (here, each
v · αi can be placed into a different bin). In the splittable model, OP T is easy to compute and is given by

P
OP T = maxk d i vi (k)e (see [6]).
We give a lower bound that is arbitrarily close
to e for the Vector Bin Packing problem (the lower
bound approaches e for arbitrarily large d). The lower
bound we present in this section is against deterministic fractional algorithms, which corresponds to the
splittable model. This implies the same lower bound
for the original problem (i.e., the non-splittable setting). In particular, the value of the optimal solution
in the non-splittable model can be made arbitrarily
close to the optimal solution in the splittable setting
if vectors can be made arbitrarily small. This can
be done by scaling large vectors appropriately many
times so that the maximum coordinate is at most 
(for any  > 0). We show how to adapt our lower
bound techniques to obtain a lower bound against
randomized algorithms in Appendix B. Before applying our technique, we prove the following useful
claim.
0

Claim 1. For any function f (x) such that f (x) is
a monotone non-increasing function, the following
holds for all integers i ≥ j:
i−1
X
r=j

f 0 (r + 1) ≤ f (i) − f (j) ≤

i−1
X

deterministic algorithm, we can assume without loss
of generality that an online algorithm opens exactly
a c · j · A fractional amount of bins. Therefore, in
each phase j, the algorithm opens a c · A fractional
amount of additional bins. Note that we only analyze
the algorithm’s behavior at the end of each phase.
Primal variables: Let xi,j be the total fraction
of vectors of type vi that the online algorithm assigns
to bins that are opened in phase j (i ≥ j). Let c be a
variable representing the competitive ratio guarantee.
When writing our linear programs, we refer to each
constraint by its associated dual variable.
The primal linear program:

min c
s.t.:

d
X

vr (k)xr,j ≤ c

cons. zk,j

xi,r = 1

cons. yi

r=j
i
X
r=1

f 0 (r).

c, xi,j ≥ 0,

,

r=j

Ri
Proof. We observe that f (i) − f (j) = j f 0 (x)dx =
R r+1
Pi−1 R r+1 0
f (x)dx and f 0 (r + 1) ≤ r f 0 (x)dx ≤
r=j r
where the constraint zk,j is ∀k, j ∈ [d], yi is ∀i ∈
f 0 (r), since f 0 (x) is monotone non-increasing.
[d], and the nonnegativity constraints are ∀i ≥ j :
Our proof of the lower bound holds against any i, j ∈ [d] (there is no variable xi,j for i < j). The
algorithm in the splittable setting that can open constraint zk,j corresponds to the volume constraint
fractions of bins (i.e., where the capacity constraints of coordinate k in bins opened during phase j (note
that the factor of A is canceled). In particular, for
are appropriately reduced).
any dimension k and for any bins opened in phase j,
Theorem 2.1. There is no deterministic fractional the total volume that can be placed on these bins
algorithm with a competitive ratio strictly better than is at most c · A since this is how much space is
e for the d-dimensional Vector Bin Packing problem, available. The constraint corresponding to y says
i
where d is arbitrarily large.
that all vectors of type vi must be fully assigned to
bins opened in phases 1 through i.
Proof.
We omit constraints zk,j for k < j (recall that
Sequence definition: We give a sequence σ(d)
we can always remove constraints from the primal
for which the competitive ratio approaches e for any
linear program). In particular, such constraints are
algorithm as d increases. For a fixed d, the sequence
never tight. In addition, in constraint zk,j we omit
consists of d phases. In each phase i, for a large
the term vr (k)xr,j for r < k since vr (k) = 0. We get
value A, vectors of type vi arrive as follows: A vectors

∀k ≥ j (for k, j ∈ [d]):
v1 = (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0), 2A vectors
v2 = 21 , 1, 0, . . . , 0 ,

3A vectors v3 = 31 , 13 , 1, . . . , 0 , . . . , dA vectors vd =
1 1 1
d, d, d, . . . , 1 .
Clearly, OP T is j · A after the j th phase. Therefore, any c-competitive algorithm must open at most
d
X
a total amount of c · j · A fractional bins (i.e., total
k · xk,j +
xr,j ≤ c cons. zk,j .
sum of fractions) by the end of the j th phase. For any
r=k+1

The dual linear program:
max

d
X

which holds due to Claim 1 (we apply the claim with
f (x) = ln(x/j)
). For i > be · jc, we get
x

yr

be·jc

X 1 − ln(r/j)
1
1
≥
≥ ,
2
r
e
·
j
i
r=j

r=1

s.t.:

d X
d
X

zk,j ≤ 1

cons. c

k=1 j=1

yi ≤ i · zi,j +

i−1
X

zr,j

cons. xi,j

r=j

zk,j ≥ 0,
where the constraint xi,j is ∀i ≥ j : i, j ∈ [d], and zk,j
is defined ∀k ≥ j : k, j ∈ [d].
We omit constraint
P P c by normalizing all variables
by the term
k
j zk,j , which ensures that the
constraint corresponding
P to c is feasible, but modifies
r yr
P
P
.
the goal function to
k
j zk,j
Intuition for the dual variables assignment:
A natural assignment for yi is yi = 1. This assignment already yields an improved lower bound of 2
(see Appendix A for more details). We use a more
sophisticated assignment for our final solution to obtain our tight lower bound given by yi = 1i . To find
an assignment for variables zk,j , we look at the constraints corresponding to xi,j as if they were ‘continuous’ (i.e., for large i ≥ j). In doing so, we consider
a differentiable function fj (x), where fj0 (k) approximately represents the variable zk,j . With this interpretation, the constraint corresponding to xi,j can be
viewed as:
Z i
1
0
⇐⇒
i · fj (i) +
fj0 (x)dx ≥
i
j
1
x · fj0 (x) + fj (x) − fj (j) ≥ .
x
By solving this differential equation (assuming equality) with the boundary condition fj (j) = 0 (since the
variables zk,j only exist for k ≥ j), we get
ln(x/j)
1 − ln(x/j)
, fj0 (x) =
.
x
x2
Formal feasible dual variables assignment:
(
1−ln(k/j)
if j ≤ k ≤ be · jc,
1
k2
yi = , zk,j =
i
0
otherwise.
fj (x) =

With this assignment, we need to verify that constraint xi,j is feasible. For i ≤ be · jc, we get
i−1

1 − ln(i/j) X 1 − ln(r/j)
1
i·
+
≥
⇐⇒
2
2
i
r
i
r=j
i−1
X
1 − ln(r/j)
r=j

r2

≥

ln(i/j)
,
i

where the first inequality is by Claim 1.
Evaluating the goal function: Recall that
H(d) = 1 + 21 + · · · + d1 denotes the dth harmonic
Pbe·jc
number. Applying Claim 1, we have
r=j zr,j ≤
1
1
+
.
This
yields
ej
j2
d
X

yi

i=1
d X
d
X
k=1 j=1

≥
zk,j

H(d)
X 1 → e,
H(d)
+
e
j2
j

Pd
since j=1 j12 is bounded by a constant, and H(d) →
∞ as d → ∞.
3

Online Ad-auctions

In the d-bounded online Ad-auctions problem, there
are n bidders which are known up front, each with
a budget of B(i). Products arrive online, and for
each product j, at most d bidders are interested in
buying the product. Each such interested buyer i
bids bi,j for product j. The mechanism then allocates
product j to a buyer, and gains a revenue of bi,j (a
buyer cannot be charged more than their budget).
The objective is to maximize the total revenue. In
the fractional version of the problem, the algorithm
may sell fractions of each item j to multiple buyers.
d
We give a randomized lower bound of 1− 1 − d1
for the d-bounded online Ad-auctions problem (which
approaches 1 − 1e ). The lower bound we present in
this section can also be applied to achieve the same
lower bound against randomized algorithms for the
online matching problem [31] where arriving nodes
have a degree of at most d.
Theorem 3.1. There is no randomized algorithm
with a competitive ratio strictly better than 1 −
d
1 − d1 for the d-bounded online Ad-auctions problem.
Proof.
Sequence definition: Let n = dd−1 be the
number of initial bidders. Each bidder i has a budget
of B(i) = 1. Moreover, for every bidder i and product
j that i is interested in, we have bi,j = 1. Our
sequence is composed of d − 1 phases, in addition
to a final phase. In each phase k ∈ {1, . . . , d − 1}, the

adversary only sells to some number of bidders Rk . In
particular, the adversary introduces Rk /d products
to Rk bidders by grouping the Rk bidders into Rk /d
groups (each of size d) and introduces a product for
each group. A bidder is in the set [Rk ] (recall that
[n] = {1, . . . , n}) if they were in the set [Rk−1 ] and
did not have the highest leftover budget in their group
from phase k − 1 (in other words, from phase k − 1
to k, the adversary drops a buyer from each group).
We assume that the bidders are reindexed at the
beginning of each phase, so that each bidder’s index
k−1
(since
is in the set [Rk ]. Note that Rk = n · d−1
d
R1 = n). In the last phase, the adversary introduces
a single product to each of the remaining Rd players.
Clearly, OP T is n since it can sell a product to each
omitted bidder along with the rest of the bidders in
the final phase.
Primal variables: Let xk,i be the amount sold
to the ith player in the k th phase (i ∈ Rk ). Let tk,i be
the total amount sold to the ith player up to the k th
phase (i ∈ Rk+1 ). Note that the ith player in the k th
iteration might not be the ith player in a different
iteration k 0 (due to reindexing). We associate two
variables with each player i in phase k: xk,i and
tk−1,i .
Let î = d di e, and Ga = {(a−1)·d+1, . . . , a·d−1}
for all a ∈ [Rk /d] (for a fixed phase k). Note that the
set Ga ∪{a·d} represents a group of d players (namely,
the players in group a are those who are interested in
a particular product). We exclude player a · d from
the set Ga for notational convenience. Recall that the
notation a | b means that a divides b. When writing
our linear programs, we refer to each constraint by
its associated dual variable.
The primal linear program:
max

Rk
d−1 X
X

xk,i +

k=1 i=1

s.t.:

X

Rd
X

(1 − td−1,i )

i=1

xk,i ≤ 1

cons. yk,a

i∈Ga ∪{a·d}

xk,d·î + tk−1,d·î ≤ xk,i + tk−1,i
X
X
(xk,i + tk−1,i ) =
tk,i
i∈Rk ,d-i

xk,i , tk,i0 ≥ 0,

i∈Rk+1

budget in their group during phase k. Lastly, the
constraint zk corresponds to reordering the bidders.
In fact, we even allow bidders’ leftover budgets to be
redistributed. The goal function is the total amount
sold from phases 1 to d−1 plus the remaining leftover
budgets from bidders in Rd . Note that we define
t0,i = 0 for all i.
The dual linear program:
min

d−1 R
k /d
X
X

yk,a + Rd

k=1 a=1

s.t.: yk,î − wk,i + zk ≥ 1
X
wk,r ≥ 1
yk,î +

cons. xk,i
cons. xk,i

r∈Gî

− wk+1,i − zk + zk+1 ≥ 0
X
wk+1,r − zk ≥ 0

cons. tk,i
cons. tk,i

r∈Gî

− zd−1 ≥ −1

cons. td−1,i

yk,î , wk,i ≥ 0,
where the first set of constraints for xk,i (∀k ∈ [d −
1], i ∈ [Rk ], d - i) corresponds to bidders who continue
on to the next phase. The second set of constraints
for xk,i (∀k ∈ [d − 1], i ∈ [Rk ], d | i) corresponds
to bidders who are dropped and do not continue on.
The first set of constraints for tk,i (∀k ∈ [d − 2], i ∈
[Rk+1 ], d - i) and the second set of constraints for tk,i
(∀k ∈ [d − 2], i ∈ [Rk+1 ], d | i) correspond in a similar
manner as the xk,i constraints. The nonnegativity
constraints are ∀k ∈ [d − 1], i ∈ [Rk ], d - i. Note that
the constraint corresponding to td−1,i (∀i ∈ [Rd ]) is
independent of i and appears d − 1 times in the dual
linear program.
Intuition for the dual variables assignment:
By symmetry, we assume that wk,i = wk,i0 for all
i, i0 and denote this common value by wk . Similarly,
we assume that yk,a = yk for all a. In addition, we
assume that all constraints are tight ∀k ∈ [d − 1],
which yields:

cons. wk,i
cons. zk

(3.1)

yk − wk + zk = 1,

(3.2)

yk + (d − 1)wk = 1,

(3.3)

−wk+1 − zk + zk+1 = 0,

(3.4)
(d − 1)wk+1 − zk = 0,
where the constraint yk,a is ∀k ∈ [d − 1], a ∈ [Rk /d], (3.5)
zd−1 = 1.
wk,i is ∀k ∈ [d − 1], i ∈ [Rk ], d - i, zk is ∀k ∈ [d − 1],
and the nonnegativity constraints are ∀k ∈ [d−1], i ∈
Formal feasible dual variables assignment:
[Rk ], i0 ∈ [Rk+1 ]. The constraint yk,a captures the From Equations (3.3) and (3.4), we derive zk+1 =


fact that we can sell at most one product per group
d
d−1 · zk . Due to Equation (3.5), this yields zk =
(one for each group a in phase k). The constraint

d−1 d−k−1
wk,i identifies the bidder with the highest leftover
. From Equations (3.4) and (3.2), we
d

d−k
d−k
1
Primal variables: Let xk,i be the fraction
get wk = d−1
· d−1
and yk = 1 − d−1
,
d
d
respectively. Finally, we verify that Equation (3.1) bought of the ith machine in the k th phase. Let qk,i be
the fraction of products produced by the ith machine
holds:
in the k th phase. Let c be a variable representing the
yk − wk + zk =
competitive ratio guarantee.


d−k

d−k−1
The primal linear program:
d−1 d−k
d−1
d−1
− d
=
1−
+
d
d−1
d
min c

d−k−1 

k
d−1
d−1 1
X
1+
−
− + 1 = 1.
s.t.:
xr,i ≥ qk,i
cons. yk,i
d
d
d
r=1

Evaluating the goal function:
Rd +

d−1
X
k=1

n
X

Rk
=
yk ·
d

n

4

d−1
d

d−1

k=1

d

−
d
d !

d−1
.
=n 1−
d
+

cons. wk

k X
n
n
X
X
2
2
(i + 1)xr,i +
2k −i qk,i

k−1
d−1 
X
d−1


qk,i = 1

i=1

r=1 i=1



d−1
d

i=1

d 

Online Capital Investment

In this section, we study the online Capital Investment problem. We must produce many units of a
commodity at minimum cost, where orders for units
arrive online. We have a set of machines, where
each machine mi has a capital cost ci and production cost pi . At any time, the algorithm can choose
to buy any machine for cost ci . The algorithm incurs a production cost of pi if it uses machine mi to
produce one unit of the commodity. The goal is to
minimize the total cost: the sum of capital costs plus
production costs.
We give a randomized lower bound that is arbitrarily close to e for the Capital Investment problem.
In addition, our techniques enable us to give a different lower bound for each input configuration (i.e.,
values for machine capital costs and production costs)
that is tight against each such configuration.
Theorem 4.1. There is no randomized algorithm
with a competitive ratio strictly better than e for the
Capital Investment problem.
Proof.
Sequence definition: The setting for the problem is a set of n machines where machine mi has a
2
capital cost of i+1 and a production cost of 2−i . Our
input sequence consists of n phases, where in phase k
2
the online algorithm needs to produce a total of 2k
2
2
products. That is, we introduce 2k − 2(k−1) orders
for units in phase k, with two orders being introduced
in the first phase. Clearly, OP T is k + 2 in phase k.

≤ c(k + 2)
c, xk,i , qk,i ≥ 0,

cons. zk
,

where the constraint yk,i is ∀k, i ∈ [n], wk is ∀k ∈ [n],
zk is ∀k ∈ [n], and the nonnegativity constraints are
∀k, i ∈ [n]. The constraint yk,i captures the fact that
a machine cannot be used more than the amount
paid for it. The constraint wk implies that we need
to use a machine to produce units. The constraint
zk captures the competitive ratio guarantee of the
online algorithm. Namely, in phase k, the online
algorithm’s total capital costs plus production costs
must not exceed c · OP T . Note that we allow the
online algorithm to produce all products in phase
k, which allows the online algorithm to be refunded
for the production done in previous phases. This of
course does not decrease OP T and may only decrease
the competitive ratio.
The dual linear program:
max
s.t.:

n
X
k=1
n
X

wk
(k + 2) · zk ≤ 1

cons. c

k=1

(i + 1)

n
X

zr ≥

r=k

n
X

yr,i

cons. xk,i

r=k

yk,i ≥ wk − zk · 2k

2

−i2

cons. qk,i

yk,i , zk ≥ 0,
where constraints depending on k or i are ∀k, i ∈ [n].
Note that we can omitPconstraint c by replacing the
wk
, which is achieved by
goal function with P(k+2)z
k
normalizing all dual variables appropriately.
Intuition for the dual variables assignment:
A natural assignment is yk,i = wk for k ≤ i and

2

2

0 otherwise (since 2k −i should dominate wk /zk ), where the inequality holds since x ≥ e · ln(x) for all
along with wk = k1 . This assignment yields (∀k ≥ i : x ≥ 1 and k ≤ i ≤  · n.
Evaluating the goal function: Recall that
k, i ∈ [n])
H(n) = 1 + 21 + · · · + n1 denotes the nth harmonic
n
i
X
X
number. We get a lower bound of
(i + 1)
zr ≥
wr
cons. xk,i .
n
X
r=k
r=k
wk
e · ln(n · ) · (1 − )
k=1
We view constraints xk,i as if they were ‘continuous’
≥
=
Pn
n
k+2
X
(i.e., for large i ≥ k). In doing so, we consider two
k=1 k(k+1)
(k + 2)zk
differentiable functions f (x) and g(x), where f 0 (k)
k=1
0
and g (i) represent approximately the variables zk
e · ln(n · ) · (1 − )
and wi , respectively. With this, we get ∀i ≥ k
→ e · (1 − ),
H(n) + C1
Z n+1
Z i+1
where C1 and  are some constants. This gives the
(i + 1)
f 0 (x)dx ≥
g 0 (x)dx ⇐⇒
k
k
theorem.
ln( i+1
k )
,
f (n + 1) − f (k) ≥
5 Conclusions
i+1
which holds for
f (x) = −

1
,
e·x

f 0 (x) =

1
,
e · x2

since ln(x)/x ≤ 1/e for x ≥ 1. We assume that
f (n) → 0 as n → ∞ and ignore it.
Formal feasible dual variables assignment:
Let  be a small constant, the assignment is:
• yk,i = wk , for k ≤ i ≤ n and 0 otherwise.
• zk =

1
k(k+1) ,

for all k ≤ n.

• wk = e · (1 − ) ln
otherwise.

k+1
k



, for k ≤ n ·  and 0

First, we verify that constraints qk,i hold for k > i ≥ 1
(they trivially hold for k ≤ i):
wk −zk ·2k

2

−i2


≤ e ln


22·k−1
k+1
−
≤ 0 = yk,i .
k
k(k + 1)

Now we verify that constraints xk,i hold for all i ≤ ·n
(since for i >  · n the left hand side of constraint xk,i
increases while the right hand side remains the same
as i increases). By assigning to the dual variables:
(i + 1)

n
X
r=k

zr −

i
X

wr =

r=k




1
i+1
1
−
− e · ln
· (1 − ) =
k n+1
k



i+1
i+1
(1 − )
− e · ln
+
k
k


 · (i + 1)
i+1
−
≥ 0,
k
n+1


(i + 1)

We introduce a technique for proving online lower
bounds using duality. Using our systematic method,
we show how to construct new, tight lower bounds
for three diverse online problems: Vector Bin Packing, Ad-auctions, and Capital Investment. We are
also able to reconstruct many existing online lower
bounds. We are certain that the techniques we develop here can have far-reaching implications, and
can be used to improve existing lower bounds along
with proving new, tight lower bounds as well.
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By solving this differential equation (assuming equality) with the boundary condition fj (j) = 0, we get:
fj (x) = 1 −

j
,
x

fj0 (x) =

j
.
x2

Formal feasible dual variables assignment:
 j−1

 k·(k−1) if k > 1, k ≥ j,
yi = 1, zk,j = 1
if k = j = 1,


0
otherwise.
With this assignment, we need to verify that constraint xi,j is feasible for all i ≥ j. For j = 1 and
for i ≥ j, the constraint corresponding to xi,1 easily
holds, since both sides of the inequality evaluate to 1.
For j > 1, we get:
i−1
X
j−1
j−1
+
=
i · (i − 1) r=j r · (r − 1)


j−1
1
1
+ (j − 1) ·
−
= 1.
i−1
j−1 i−1

i·

the goal function: Note that
Pd Evaluating j−1
z
=
1
−
k,j
k=j
d , and hence the value of the goal
function is
d
X

yi

i=1
d
d X
X
k=1 j=1

B

d

=
zk,j

d−

d
X
j=1

=
j−1
d

d
→ 2.
d − d−1
2

Simulating Randomized Algorithms with
Deterministic Fractional Algorithms

In this section, given a randomized algorithm, we
show how to simulate it using a deterministic fractional algorithm. In particular, we guarantee that
the performance of the simulated deterministic fracA Suboptimal Assignment for Vector Bin tional algorithm for any sequence is the same as the
expected performance of the randomized algorithm.
Packing
Therefore, a lower bound for any deterministic fracIntuition for the dual variables assignment:
tional algorithm is also a lower bound for any ranWe note that by assigning yi = 1 for all i leads
domized algorithm. In general, such a simulation
to the following non-optimal solution (with a value
is done by considering the randomized algorithm’s
approaching 2). To find an assignment for variables
expected behavior, and viewing it as a determiniszk,j , we look at the constraints corresponding to xi,j
tic fractional algorithm where the fractions are the
as if they were ‘continuous’ (i.e., for large i ≥ j).
expected probabilities of the randomized algorithm
With this interpretation, we get:
(with the appropriate definition of a fractional algorithm).
Z i
For the online Ad-auctions problem and the oni · fj0 (i) +
fj0 (x)dx ≥ 1 ⇐⇒
line Capital Investment problem, this is straightforj
ward. In particular, for the online Ad-auctions prob0
x · fj (x) + fj (x) − fj (j) ≥ 1.
lem, the expectation of the randomized algorithm’s

behavior is equivalent to splitting each item. For the
online Capital Investment problem, the randomized
algorithm’s behavior is equivalent to purchasing fractional machines.
For the Vector Bin Packing problem, we need to
be more careful about our definition of a fractional
algorithm, since the behavior of the randomized
algorithm includes both splitting vectors randomly
and opening bins randomly. A randomized algorithm
that splits vectors randomly can be viewed as a
deterministic algorithm splitting vectors (according
to the expectation), while opening bins randomly can
be viewed as opening a fractional amount of bins
(according to the expectation).

